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Intro, strong CP problem (?), quality of spin-0 dark matter (DM)

Searching for the QCD axion quadratically 

Interim summary 

New non-QCD axion (but that addresses the strong CP) pheno’



How serious is the strong CP problem ? (sorry if trivial)

3 levels of formulating the strong CP problem, assuming CP is respected by the UV: 

(i)  , is it a problem?  

(who knows?) 

(ii)  , is it a problem?  

(not if these are natural/protected and sequestered) 

(iii)  , but , is it a problem?  

(  appears in 7 loops and contains several other suppression factor) 

 Should we be more cautious / more generic? [at least till we reach  precision] 

θ̄ = θ − arg [ det (YuYd)] ≲ 10−10

θ̄ = ≲ 10−10 ≪ θKM = arg { det [YuYu
† , YdYd

†]}
θ̄ = ≲ 10−10 ≪ θKM θ̄ = θ̄bare + ϵ θKM ln (ΛUV/MW)

ϵ

𝒪 (10−16)



We nevertheless focus on axions & strong CP
Still let’s first discuss some pheno of ultralight spin-0 DM

Begin with ultralight dark matter (UDM), minimal model would be just a free massive scalar: 

                                  

                             

Assuming (“best case”) MeV reheating:    

However, what if we allow Planck suppressed couplings? (generalized quality)

ℒ ∈ m2
ϕϕ2 , ρDM

Eq ∼ eV4 ∼ m2
ϕϕ2

Eq = m2
ϕϕ2

init(eV/Tosc)3 [Tos ∼ MPlmϕ]

ϕinit (fmin) =
1017 GeV ( 10−27 eV

mϕ )
1
4

mϕ ≲ 10−15 eV

1015 GeV ( 10−15 eV
mϕ ) mϕ ≳ 10−15 eV



Planck suppression for ultralight spin 0 field

Let’s consider some dimension 5 operators, and ask if current sensitivity reach the 
Planck scale (assumed linear coupling and that gravity respects parity): 

For updated compilation see: Banerjee, Perez, Safronova, Savoray & Shalit (22) 

m� = 10�18 eV

operator current bound type of experiment
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Table 3. Strongest existing bounds on various DM couplings for a mass of the order of
m� = 10�18 eV.
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DDM = direct dark matter 
             searches

(1/hour)

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran; 
Stadnik & Flambaum;
Arvanitaki Huang & Van Tilburg (15)
 
 



Linear or quadratic axion coupling?
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(Linear) UDM scalar couplings are required to be super-Planckians  

The bounds on UDM scalar couplings are some 12 orders of mag. stronger than axion’s one 

Sensitivity to axion would be much better if it had linear scalar coupling  (forbidden by CP) 

However, quadratic scalar couplings,  , are allowed by CP 

In fact,  , could be beneficial to go to O( )

a2/f 2 × OSM
scalar

θ ≡
a
f

∼
ρDM

ma f
∼ 10−6 ×

109 GeV
f

×
10−15 eV

ma
θ2

m� = 10�15 eV

operator current bound type of experiment
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Table 2. Strongest existing bounds on various DM couplings for a mass of the order of
m� = 10�15 eV.
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In passing: bounds on quadratic  
   couplings are sub-Planckians:   

Banerjee, Perez, Safronova, Savoray & Shalit (22) 



ALP quadratic UV scalar interactions
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The linear sigma model of an ALP  contains the coupling:  [Φ ≡ ( ρ + f

2 ) e
ia
f ] ρ ∂μa ∂μa

Thus:  , however it is suppressed by extra , and thus 

negligibly small, O( ) …

Φf̄ f ⇒ ρf̄ f ⇒ ∂μa ∂μa f̄f m2
a /f 2

θ4



Oscillations of energy levels induced by QCD-axion-like DM
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Kim & GP (22)

 QCD axion is special and the quadratic coupling are induced by IR effects 

 Extracted via pion mass dependence:  Brower, Chandrasekharanc, Negele & Wiese (03)

MeV × θ2n̄n ⇒
δf
f

∼
δmN

mN
∼ 10−16 × cos(2ma) × ( 10−15 eV

mϕ

109 GeV
f )

2

vs mN
a
f

n̄γ5n ⇒ (f ≳ 109 GeV)SN

Exciting as we saw that clocks (& EP tests) are much more precise than 
magnetometers. Can possibly sense (slow) oscillation of energy levels due 
to change electron or QCD masses to precision of better than 1:1018

m2
π(θ) ≃ m2

π(0)(1 −
mdmu

(md + mu)2
θ2)

(1/sec)



Oscillations of energy levels induced by QCD-axion-like DM
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Kim & GP (22)
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FIG. 1. Constraints and future projections on the axion-
gluon coupling are summarized as follows: Rb/Cs clock
comparison (blue) [19], H/Si comparison (red) [24], Iodine
molecular spectroscopy (brown) [28], GEO 600 gravitational
wave detector (orange) [22], 229Th nuclear isomer transition
(red dashed) [13, 32], and strontium monohydroxide (green
dashed) [33]. The gray dotted line is f = Mpl. The diag-
onal grey line is allowed parameter space for the QCD ax-
ion, m2f2 ⇠ m2

⇡f
2
⇡ . Other bounds, such as oscillating neu-

tron EDM (purple) [34], supernova 1987A [35] (light cyan),
co-magnetometer and NASDUCK [36, 37] (gray), and axion
superradiance [38] (cyan), are also included for the compar-
ison. Projections of axion-nucleon interaction searches, such
as CASPEr-electric (blue dashed) [39] and NASDUCK (gray
dashed) [37], are also included. Spectroscopy bounds above
the green solid line must be taken carefully as the axion could
develop a static profile around the earth [40]. If such a static
profile exists, it a↵ects the propagation of DM axion, but this
parameter space is already excluded by static neutron EDM
experiments. See the main text for details.

@ lnmp/@ lnm2
⇡
' 0.06. For now, we take m and f as

independent parameters to investigate the reach of spec-
troscopy experiments for axion-gluon coupling search.
Axion DM background does not change fine structure
constant and electron mass to the leading order, so the
variation of those quantities is ignored. The dependence
of gp and mp on the pion mass is computed by using
chiral perturbation theory at the chiral order O(p3) and
compared with lattice computations. See Appendix A for
details. We have used ✓

2(t) = (⇢DM/m
2
f
2)[1+cos(2mt)]

with ⇢DM ' 0.4GeV/cm3. A constant o↵set is ignored as
it is unobservable. Equation (3) suggests that the axion-
gluon coupling strength might be probed by looking for
a harmonic signal in �fH/fH at the frequency ! = 2m.

The above discussion is more than an academic ex-
ercise. A recent experiment performed by Kennedy et
al [24] monitored hydrogen maser frequency (fH) to-
gether with silicon optical cavity resonance frequency
(fSi) to probe scalar DM interactions to electromagnetic
field strength and electron mass. Since the silicon optical
cavity resonance frequency has a rather weak dependence
on proton mass, the fractional variation of frequencies is

dominated by that of hydrogen maser,

�(fH/fSi)

(fH/fSi)
'

�fH

fH
.

Claimed short-term stability of transition frequency is
⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�13

/
p
Hz. Using Eq. (3) and 33 days of experi-

mental results obtained in Ref. [24], we place a constraint
on axion-gluon coupling, shown as a red line in Figure 1.

Hydrogen maser is one example of many frequency
standards based on hyperfine structure. An earlier at-
tempt to probe scalar DM based on hyperfine transitions
was made by Hees et al [19], where they used measure-
ment of rubidium (87Rb) and cesium (133Cs) hyperfine
transitions. For the hyperfine structure of heavier atoms,
the parametric dependence of transition frequency is sim-
ilar,

f / gm
2
e
↵
4
/mp,

but the g-factor is replaced by that of the nucleus. The
nuclear g-factor can be written as a function of nucleon
g-factor and the spin expectation value of valence and
core nucleons. Using the result of Ref. [41] together with
the nucleon g-factor computed in the chiral perturbation
theory, we find

@ ln g

@ lnm2
⇡

=

(
�0.024 87Rb,

+0.011 133Cs,
(4)

See Appendix A for details. The fractional frequency
variation is therefore

�(fA/fB)

(fA/fB)
' �0.04

�m
2
⇡

m2
⇡

' �10�16 cos(2mt)

m
2
15f

2
10

(5)

where A = 87Rb and B = 133Cs. Using the experimental
result of Rb/Cs fountain clock [19], we obtain a constraint
on axion-gluon coupling constant, which is shown as blue
line in Figure 1. It is similar to the constraint from the
H/Si comparison test, but Rb/Cs constraint extends to a
much lower mass range due to its long experimental time
scale.

We have only considered hyperfine transitions so far.
In principle, any stable frequency standards can be used
for axion DM search as long as the transition frequency
depends on g-factor and/or nucleon mass. Another ex-
ample is a vibrational molecular excitation. Since the

vibrational energy level depends on fvib / m
�1/2
p , we

find

�fvib

fvib
= �

1

2

�mp

mp

' �10�16
⇥

cos(2mt)

m
2
15f

2
10

. (6)

A recent experiment performed by Oswald et al [28] used
molecular transitions in molecular iodine (I2) to probe
the variation of fundamental constants. We use their re-
sult to place a constraint on axion-gluon coupling, which
is shown as brown in the summary figure. The constraint
is relevant for the relatively high mass end of the shown
parameter space.
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the purpose of order of magnitude estimation, we use
Eqs. (A5)–(A6).

The nuclear g-factor can be written as a function of nu-
cleon g-factor as well as spin expectation value of valence
and core nucleons. Following Ref. [41], one finds

�g

g
=


Kn

@ ln gn
@ lnm2

⇡

+Kp

@ ln gp
@ lnm2

⇡

� 0.17Kb

�
�m

2
⇡

m2
⇡

With values of Kn,p,b given in [41], we find �g/g =
�0.02(�m2

⇡
/m

2
⇡
) for 87Rb and �g/g = 0.01(�m2

⇡
/m

2
⇡
) for

133Cs.

The variation of nuclear clock transition in 299Th is

estimated in Refs. [45, 46].

�fTh

fTh

' 1.3⇥ 105
✓
�12

�mN

mN

+ 10
�m�

m�
+ 6

�m⇡

m⇡

� 43
�mV
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◆

' 2⇥ 105
�m

2
⇡

m2
⇡

, (A7)

where m� and mV are the masses of �-baryon and vec-
tor meson. Among contributions from di↵erent mesons
and hadrons, the pion contribution dominates all. It is
straightforward to check that

�mN

mN

' 0.13
�m⇡

m⇡

(A8)

�m�

m�
' 0.03

�m⇡

m⇡

(A9)

�mV

mV

' 0.04
�m⇡

m⇡

(A10)

where the variance of � baryon can be obtained directly
from Eq. (62) in [76] or from �⇡� = m

2
⇡
@m�/@m

2
⇡

=
20.6MeV. The variation of vector meson mass is obtained
in [45, 77].
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the purpose of order of magnitude estimation, we use
Eqs. (A5)–(A6).

The nuclear g-factor can be written as a function of nu-
cleon g-factor as well as spin expectation value of valence
and core nucleons. Following Ref. [41], one finds
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�fTh

fTh

' 1.3⇥ 105
✓
�12

�mN

mN

+ 10
�m�

m�
+ 6

�m⇡

m⇡

� 43
�mV

mV

◆

' 2⇥ 105
�m

2
⇡

m2
⇡

, (A7)

where m� and mV are the masses of �-baryon and vec-
tor meson. Among contributions from di↵erent mesons
and hadrons, the pion contribution dominates all. It is
straightforward to check that

�mN

mN

' 0.13
�m⇡

m⇡

(A8)

�m�

m�
' 0.03

�m⇡

m⇡

(A9)

�mV

mV

' 0.04
�m⇡

m⇡

(A10)

where the variance of � baryon can be obtained directly
from Eq. (62) in [76] or from �⇡� = m

2
⇡
@m�/@m

2
⇡

=
20.6MeV. The variation of vector meson mass is obtained
in [45, 77].
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Two extra interesting ingredients (one trivial one less)

10

1. Quadratic coupling to hadrons => quadratic coupling to QED (1-loop) ~ same sensitivity 

2. Due to velocity dispersion,  => sharp resonance + continuum at lower frequencies  

To understand the point qualitatively, let’s consider first linear coupling, say that changes :

 

Frequency transformed: it would result in a sharp signal at  with width of  

However our signal is quadratic 

θ2(t)

α

δE(t) ↔ meα2(1 + θ(t)) ∝
ρDM

ma
cos wt , with w ≈ ma (1 +

v2

2 ), and P(v) ∝ exp ( −v2

σ2 ), with σ ∼ 10−3

ω ∼ ma O (10−6)

δE(t) ↔ θ(t)2 ∼ cos [2mat] + cos [ma ( v2
1 − v2

2

2 )]

Kim, Lenoci, Perez & Ratzinger (23)

See also Beadle  et. al (23)

Masia-Roig et. al (23) 



Power spec’ of signal after integrating over Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity dist’ , QCD-axion 

11

δE(t) ↔ θ(t)2 ∼ cos [2mat] + cos ma ( v2
1 − v2

2

2 )

Kim, Lenoci, Perez & Ratzinger (23)

9
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FIG. 3. The spectrum of the quadratic operator �✓2 in the
isotropic limit. We choose � = 0.1 for demonstration. The
narrow peak at ! = 2m represents the harmonic oscillations,
while the plateau at ! < m�2 gives the low-frequency stochas-
tic background.

2. Allan deviation

Let us consider a single clock comparison test in which
the axion causes a signal s(t) = K �✓2(t). If this sig-
nal cannot be distinguished from the noise, it still con-
tributes to the total observed variation of the frequencies
commonly characterized by the Allan deviation. In terms
of the fractional frequency shift, the Allan variance over
a period ⌧ = n · �t, where �t is the time between mea-
surements, is defined as [62]

�2
s(⌧) =

1

2(M � 1)

M�1X

i=1

|hs(⌧)ii+1 � hs(⌧)ii|
2 , (B17)

where hs(⌧)ii denotes the i-th measurement of s(t) over
the period ⌧ ,

hs(⌧)ii =
1

t

Z ti+⌧

ti

dt s(t) = K�✓2(ti) . (B18)

In the second step, we defined �✓2(ti) as the average value
of �✓2 over this period. The ensemble average of the Allan
variance then becomes

h�2
s(⌧)i =

K2

2(M � 1)
(B19)

⇥

M�1X

i=1

*����
Z

df
⇣
e�2⇡if(ti+⌧)

� e�2⇡ifti
⌘ f�✓2(f)

����
2
+

= 2K2

Z 1

0
df sin2(⇡f⌧)P�✓2(f). (B20)

Here the angle bracket denotes an ensemble average. The
Fourier transformation and power spectrum of �✓2 are
defined analogously to the ones of �✓2. To find the rela-
tion between these quantities let us consider the Fourier

transformation

f�✓2(f) =

Z
dt e2⇡itf


1

⌧

Z t+⌧

t
dt0 �✓2(t0)

�
(B21)

= e�⇡iftsinc(⇡f⌧) f�✓2(f) , (B22)

where sinc(x) = sin(x)/x. The two power spectra
are therefore simply related by a factor sinc2(⇡f⌧), i.e.
P�✓2(f) = sinc2(⇡f⌧)P�✓2(f). Using this, we find

h�2
s(⌧)i = 2K2

Z 1

0
dfP�✓2(f)

sin4(⇡f⌧)

(⇡f⌧)2
. (B23)

From this expression, the Allan deviation caused by the
quadratic coupling can be computed using the coupling
coe�cients that can be found in Tab. I and the power
spectral density from the last section. In particular, in
the isotropic limit, we find

h�2
s(⌧)i = 2K2✓40I(⌧/2⌧�) (B24)

with the integral I(x) defined as

I(x) =

Z 1

0

d!̄

2⇡
!̄K1(!̄)

sin4(!̄x)

(!̄x)2
. (B25)

The constraint on 1/f� is therefore obtained as

1

f�
=

"
m4�2

s,obs(⌧)

8K2⇢20I(⌧/2⌧�)

#1/4

(B26)

where �s,obs(⌧) is the experimentally measured Allan de-
viation with an averaging time ⌧ .

We obtain the bound shown in Figs. 1 and 2 as a green
dashed region, by requiring that the noise caused by the
coupling of the axion is below the 1� upper bound on
the Allan deviation shown in Fig. 1 of [31] for all given
values of ⌧ .

3. Cross-correlation

Above we computed the correlation between �✓2(!)
evaluated at the same spatial position. For the cross-
correlation of displaced detectors, we must evaluate
�✓2(!) at di↵erent spatial positions. In particular, we
are interested in

h f�✓2a(!) f�✓2
⇤
b(!

0)i = (2⇡)�(! � !0)
1

2
P cross
�✓2 (!, ~L).

(B27)

where f�✓2a(!) = f�✓2(!, ~xa) and ~L = ~xa � ~xb is the dis-
tance between two detectors. Following the same line of

a

~ stochastic signal

resonance



Bottom line
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We can use noise to bound QCD axion due to quadratic part 

This is not noise, cont’ signal is correlated among several detectors, improve sensitivity

Flambaum & Samsonov (23)

6

Appendix B 2. We find

1

f�
=


m4�2

n(⌧)

8K2⇢20I(⌧/2⌧�)

�1/4
(15)

where �n(⌧) is the reported Allan deviation with an av-
eraging time ⌧ . The detailed derivation and the function
I(x) are given in Appendix B 2. This constraint is shown
by the green dashed region in Figure 1 and 2.

B. Multi-detector setup

If two or more detectors are available, it is possible to
distinguish the axion DM signal from the detector’s noise
by cross-correlating multiple detector outputs. Suppose
we have two detector outputs d1,2(t) = s1,2(t) + n1,2(t).
If we now consider the correlation between the two out-
puts hd1d2i, we expect the noises in the two detectors to
be uncorrelated amongst themselves, hn1n2i ⇠ 0, while
the signal is hs1s2i 6= 0 as long as the two detectors are
placed within one coherence length L < � ⇡ 1/(mv). In
practice, this is done by constructing an observable as
Y =

R
dt

R
dt0 s1(t)s2(t0)Q(t � t0) with some real filter

function Q(t� t0). The signal and noise are computed as
S = hY i and N2 = [hY 2

i � hY i
2]s=0, respectively. The

maximum signal-to-noise ratio is [55]

S

N
=

"
2T

Z fu

fl

df
|Pcross|

2

P 2
n(f)

#1/2

(16)

where fu,l is the highest and lowest frequency where
Pn(f) is available, T is the total observation time scale,
Pn(f) = [Pn1(f)Pn2(f)]1/2 is the noise PSD, and Pcross

is the cross-correlation defined as

hs̃1(f)s̃⇤2(f
0)i = �(f � f 0)

1

2
Pcross(f). (17)

For Ndet detectors, the above expression is modified as
T ! [Ndet(Ndet � 1)/2]T assuming that the noise PSD
in all detectors is more or less the same.

The cross-correlation PSD from the axion DM can
be computed straightforwardly with the formulation de-
scribed above. For a normal velocity distribution with
zero mean velocity, we find

Pcross(f, ~L) = K1K2
✓40⌧

4
Bcross(f, ~L) (18)

where

Bcross(f, ~L) = 2

Z 1

�1
dx

e�i!̄x

(1 + x2)3/2
exp


�

(m�L)2

1 + x2

�
.

(19)

Note that K1,2 is the sensitivity coe�cient defined as si =
Ki✓2(t) and L is the detector separation. The detailed
derivation and more general expressions with dark matter
mean velocity are given in Appendix B. Note that the
above expression coincides with (14) in the L ! 0 limit.
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1/
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SNe

SR

Earth

T = 100
day

s, N
= 10

FIG. 2. A projection for cross-correlation with optical clock
systems (red line). We choose T = 100 days, Ndet = 10 de-
tectors, and S/N=3.

In Figure 2, we choose optical clock systems to inves-
tigate to which extent they can probe the QCD axion
parameter space at a higher mass range. Assuming only
white noise and m�L ⌧ 1 such that Bcross ⇡ B, one
finds the projected sensitivity on 1/f� as

1

f�
⇡


Pn

4K1K2

S

N

m4

⇢20

� 1
4


⇡

T ⌧� min(1, 2⇡fu⌧�)

� 1
8

(20)

We choose K1,2 = 10�4, measurement frequency fu =

1 Hz, and P 1/2
n (f) = 10�16/

p
Hz. Unlike the single de-

tector setup in the previous section, the signal-to-noise
ratio and the projection on 1/f� show a mild improve-
ment as a function of observation time and the number of
detectors. This can be seen by comparing the projection
of a network with T = 100 days and Ndet = 10 detec-
tors shown in Fig. 2 as a red line, with the green dashed
region showing the Yb+ (E3)/(E2) constraint from the
previous section in a single detector setup. Crucially the
multi-detector setup allows for the detection of the axion
since the non-vanishing cross-correlation can distinguish
the signal from detector noise.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have considered the quadratic inter-
actions of the QCD axion with the electromagnetic field
and the electron mass. These quadratic interactions nat-
urally arise as long as the axion couples to the gluon field
of the standard model. Similar to the quadratic interac-
tion with pions and nucleons, such interactions lead to os-
cillating atomic energy levels. Contrary to the hadronic
coupling, the electromagnetic interaction directly a↵ects
the electronic energy levels, making systems that depend
on these energy levels sensitive to axion DM. As examples
of such systems, we studied optical clocks, resonant-bar
gravitational wave detectors, and atom interferometers.

a

Kim, Lenoci, Perez & Ratzinger (23)



Combining everything (on Earth)
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FIG. 1. Summary of constraints. Constraints with microwave clocks are shown in a red tone: Rb/Cs fountain clocks
(Rb/Cs) [27], a H-maser with a Si cavity (H/Si) [28], and strontium and cesium clocks (Sr/Cs) [29]. They receive the
dominant contribution from the variation of nuclear parameters [26]. Searches based on optical clock transitions are shown
with a green color scheme: Yb+ and Sr (Yb/Sr) [29], Sr with a Si cavity (Sr/Si) [28], Al+, Hg+, Yb, and Sr (Al/Hg,
Al/Yb, Yb/Sr) [30], and the electric-octupole (E3) and the electric-quadrupole (E2) transitions of Yb+ ion (Yb+E3/E2),
and Yb+ (E3) and Sr (Yb+E3/Sr) [31]. The region bounded by the green dashed line is excluded by comparing measured
frequency uncertainties in Yb+E3/E2 with the low-frequency fluctuations of the axion DM (see Section IV for details). Other
constraints and projections are shown as follows: (co)magnetometers (pink) with a projection of NASDUCK (pink dashed)
[32–35], molecular iodine I2 spectroscopy (dark blue), MAGIS-100/MAGIS-km (dot-dashed/dotted blue), a projection
of CASPEr-electric (red dashed) [36], the AURIGA resonant bar gravitational wave experiment (emerald) [37], oscillating
neutron EDM (brown) [38], supernova 1987A (orange) [39], axion superradiance constraints (gray) [40], 229Th nuclear isomer
transition (gray dashed), and strontium monohydroxide SrOH (violet dashed). The diagonal line in the bottom right is
the minimal QCD axion line (olive), m2f2

� ' m2
⇡f

2
⇡ . Spectroscopy bounds above the cyan solid line must be taken carefully

as the axion could develop a static profile around the Earth (cyan) [22]. In addition, we show the reaches of MAGIS-km
and 229Th nuclear clock as a thick blue and gray line in scenarios where the DM density in the solar system is enhanced via
capture processes [41]. Constraints from magnetometers and supernova are obtained by assuming axion-nucleon couplings from
KSVZ-like QCD axion models [42].

frequencies corresponding to two times the axion mass.
We further discuss possibilities to constrain and probe
such stochastic signals in an experimental setup with a
single detector and multiple detectors. We conclude in
Section V. We use natural units c = ~ = 1 throughout
this work.

II. QUADRATIC COUPLINGS

We start from the axion coupling to the standard
model gluon field,

L =
g2s

32⇡2

�

f�
Ga

µ⌫
eGaµ⌫ , (1)

where f� is the axion decay constant, gs is the strong

coupling, Ga
µ⌫ and eGa

µ⌫ are the gluon field strength and
its dual. We do not take into account any other couplings
in this work; i.e. we consider KSVZ-like models where
axion couplings to the axial vector currents of SM fields
are absent at UV scales. Model-dependent couplings will
not change our analysis, but they may lead to additional
bounds on the axion parameter space.

The axion-gluon coupling (1) naturally leads to
hadronic quadratic couplings below the QCD scale. For
instance, the pion mass can be found from the chiral
Lagrangian as m2

⇡(✓) = B(m2
u + m2

d + 2mumd cos ✓)1/2

with B = �hq̄qi0/f2
⇡ and ✓ = �/f� [43]. Expanding the

pion mass around ✓ = 0, we find a quadratic coupling
to pions, L � ✓2⇡2. Furthermore, the nucleon mass de-
pends on the pion mass through L � 4c1m2

⇡(✓)N̄N with

a

Kim, Lenoci, Perez & Ratzinger (23)

Solar 
halo 

For related bounds not shown for simplicity, see e.g- Astro/cosmo:  Blum, Tito D’Agnolo, Lisanti & Safdi (14); Rogers & Peiris (20);  
Density effects: Hook & Huang (17); Balkin, Serra, Springmann & Weiler (20) 

https://arxiv.org/search/astro-ph?searchtype=author&query=Rogers%2C+K+K


Simple mechanism for formation of UDM solar halo
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One can find stable configuration of UDM bounded to external gravitational potential such 

as stars or planets.  

These objects would lead to very different properties of UDM: 

    larger densities; different line shape, bigger coherent time; no stochasticity … 

Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Kim & GP (19)

Figure 1: Enhancements in the axion halo scenario compared to the background DM case. Left:

Enhancement in the field value for the Earth halo (blue) and solar halo (red) compared to the

usual ALP DM case. Solid lines correspond to maximal halo mass M?, given by Eq. (1), which

is currently allowed by gravitational constraints [35, 36] (see [30] for further details). Dashed

lines correspond to the halos with a mass smaller than the maximal, with contours indicating

the halo mass as a fraction of the Earth or the Sun mass. Right: Enhancement of the coherence

time for the Earth halo (blue) and solar halo (red). For estimations of experimental sensitivity,

we limit the maximal data acquisition time to one year.

where ✓(r, t) is a phase factor slowly varying with respect to the position and the time. The

time scale that the phase factor changes by an order one value is the coherence time scale that

we discuss below. The corresponding energy density is given by ⇢? ' m
2
��

2
/2. Since the time

dependence is given by the same factor cos (m�t) throughout, for the remainder of this work we

will no longer write it explicitly and refer to � as the space-dependent part only.

The size of the halo can be determined as a balance between the repulsive gradient en-

ergy, Ugrad =
R
d
3
x(r�)2 ⇠ M?/(m2

�R
2
?), and the attractive gravitational potential energy,

Ugrav ⇠ GMextM?/R?. The resulting radius is

R? '
1

GMext(R?)m2
�

, (3)

which is independent of M?. That is, the axion halo mass is a free parameter; later, in the

estimations of experimental sensitivities, we will set it by Eq. (1). For R? > Rext, the radius

scales as R? / m
�2
� , while for R? < Rext, it scales as R? / m

�1/2
� since the enclosed external

mass scales as Mext(R?) / R
3
?. If the axion halo profile extends to su�ciently large radii,

experiments on Earth’s surface will benefit from a large axion halo density. For an Earth-based

halo, the relevant requirement is R? & R�, implying m� . 10�9 eV, while, for a Sun-based

halo, we require R? & 1 AU which implies m� . 10�14 eV. Note that the radius coincides with

the de Broglie wavelength �dB = (m�v?)�1, where v? '
p

GMext/R?.

Having determined the radius, the density of axion halo is given as ⇢? = 3M?/4⇡R3
? '

m
2
��

2
/2, and thus, the field amplitude inside the axion halo is � '

p
2 ⇢?/m�. In the left panel

4

Earth

Solar

Banerjee, Budker, Eby, Kim & GP 

Budker, Eby, Gorghetto, Minyuan & GP (23)



Simple mechanism for formation of UDM solar halo
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However, as the escape velocity say at AU is around 30 km/s & the incoming DM is 

coming to us at 300 km/s trapping it seems hard. 

Yet recently understood that quartic interactions in the presence of strong gravitational 

potential lead to enhanced coupling, in the region that focusing is active:

Budker, Eby, Gorghetto, Minyuan & GP, (23)

ture rate (see the next Section for more details). DB: Just to make sure: are you aware of a sig-
nificant body of the literature on DM gravitational focusing by Konstantin Zioutas and others, see
https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.07367 and references therein. I would think some of these references need to
be quoted. If the leading self-interactions are attractive, as for instance happens for axion-like poten-
tials, we identify three phases in the evolution of such a halo: (i) slow growth from DM capture, (ii)
exponential capture phase, and (iii) collapse leading to rapid emission of relativistic scalars (known as a
Bosenova), after the density has grown beyond some critical value.

The paper is organized as follows. In the following section we introduce the basic ingredients for our
mechanism. In section III we ...

2 Basic mechanism

To understand the formation of the ULDM halo, we consider the following setup. An astrophysical
body of mass M , say our Sun, is moving in the background of virialized DM. In the rest frame of the
astrophysical body, the DM has the phase space distribution ⇢(k), which at large distances from the body
is characterised by the mean velocity vdm and the variance �. The equation of motion of the ULDM in the
attractive solar gravitational potential is the Schrödinger–Poisson (SP) equation with a radial potential
/ 1/r. Their stationary solutions are bound states corresponding to a ‘gravitational atom’, labeled by
the quantum numbers nlm. The ground state has a gravitational Bohr radius of R? = (m↵)�1, where
↵ ⌘ GMm is the gravitational coupling of the DM to the object, and is the equivalent of the fine-structure
constant. In the case of a solar halo, the radius is

R? = 1AU


1.3 · 10�14 eV

m

�2 
M�
M

�
, (2)

where M� = 1.99 · 1030 kg is the solar mass.
The initial conditions can be thought of as if all the ULDM is in the continuum (unbound states) at

early times, so that none of the bound states of the gravitational atom are populated. To understand the
dynamical evolution of this system with such initial conditions, we solve the equation of motion treating
the quartic self-interaction term, ��4

/3 2, as a perturbation. We find the time evolution of the mass in
bound state nlm can be well described by a simple formula (see sec.4 for a detailed derivation)

Ṁnlm = C + (�1 � �2)Mnlm . (3)

The coe�cients C and �1(2) depend on the same matrix element of the scattering of two unbound ULDM
particles into one nlm state particle and one more energetic unbound particle (or the inverse process,
since they have the same matrix element). We call the three terms on the RHS of the equation as the
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With analytically calculation in sec. 4 we show that � < 0 at ⇠foc ⌧ 1 and � > 0 at ⇠foc � 1. The later
can be intuitively understood as the fact that, at at ⇠foc � 1, an incoming unbound particle with the
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typical velocity vdm is not energetic enough to ionize the particle at the ground state with binding energy
!1 = �m↵
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/2, without getting itself captured. By first-principle numerical simulation in sec.5, we find

that the transition actually happens at ⇠foc ' 1. As illustrated in sec. 3, ⇠foc ' 1 also characterises the
transition point when the gravitational focusing e↵ects become significant.

According to Eq. (3), the evolution of the system is characterised by two or three phases, depending
on whether the parameter � is positive or negative:

(i) Linear growth – Since no bound state is initially populated, the �1(2) terms in above equation are
negligible. As a result, the bound mass starts increasing linearly with time, Mnlm(t) = Ct.

(ii) Stimulated capture/stripping - At t ⇠ 1/|�| the bound ULDM population becomes su�ciently large
and the stimulated capture/stripping terms dominate the evolution. For � < 0, the capture and
stripping processes eventually reach equilibrium, resulting in a static bound mass M

eq
nlm = C/|�|.

In this case we find the density at the center of the halo to be
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which is at most a few percent of the local DM density. For � > 0, stimulated capture dominates
leading to a period of exponential growth of the bound ULDM population. [JE: Refer to specific
subsection / equation which shows relevant calculation]

(iii) Bosenova - When the density of the halo exceed some critical density ⇢crit ' 2↵2
m

2
/|g|, it becomes

unstable in the presence of a ULDM self-coupling g < 0, leading to collapse and subsequent Bosenova
explosion. (For g > 0 the density saturates and there is no collapse / explosion.)

**********
To understand the formation of the ULDM halo, we consider the following setup. An astrophysical

body of mass M , say our Sun, is moving in the background of virialized DM. At early times, we assume
zero population of bound DM. The equations of motion of the ULDM in the attractive solar gravitational
potential are the Schrödinger–Poisson (SP) equations with a radial potential / 1/r. Their lowest-energy
stationary solution is a bound state corresponding to a ‘gravitational atom’, or equivalently a ‘soliton’.
This has a gravitational Bohr radius of R? = (m↵)�1, where ↵ ⌘ GMm is the gravitational coupling of
the DM to the object, and is the equivalent of the fine-structure constant. In the case of a solar halo,
the radius is

R? = 1AU
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m

�2 
M�
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�
, (6)

where M� = 1.99 · 1030 kg is the solar mass.
The initial conditions can be thought of as if all the ULDM is in the continuum (unbound states) at

early times, so that none of the bound states of the gravitational atom are populated. To understand the
dynamical evolution of this system with the above initial conditions, we solve the equations of motion
treating the quartic self-interaction term, ��4

/3 3, as a perturbation. [JE: define either � or g here, not
both. Explain 1/3 is a convenience.] The self-interactions give rise to processes where two incoming
DM particles, described as unbound (or ‘scattering’) eigenstates of the solar potential, are converted to
one bound state (the ground state, nlm = 100 [MJ: nlm not defined, maybe just ”the ground state, in
particular”?]), and one slightly more energetic particle that escapes to infinity. This capture process is

3
Here the definition with 1/3 factor is used for the later convenience.
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Simple mechanism for formation of UDM solar halo
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Figure 4: The density function ⇢(r) for a solar halo assuming exponential growth, for di↵erent choices of m

as labeled. In the red, blue, and brown shaded regions, the DM velocity parameters are varied from vdm =
�/

p
2 = 240 km/s to 50 km/s; see text for details. The purple and green dashed lines are the density functions

for m < 10�14 eV, which exponentially grow only when vdm ⌧ 240 km/s. The density is computed by requiring
that the central density of the soliton is equal to the critical value after t = 5Gyr (the lifetime of the Sun),
⇢(0)|t=5Gyr = ⇢crit as given in Eq. (50). The black dots are the constraints on the maximum DM mass that can
be bounded to the Sun (with homogeneous density up to the radius in the horizontal axis) from solar system
ephemerides [43].

In the region where the focusing is strong, ⇠foc � 1, we also find that the induced-capture process
dominates over the induced-stripping one. The reason is that in this limit capture can occur when
all relevant incoming and outgoing DM particles are close to the peak of their Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, leading to a significant Bose enhancement. On the other hand, conservation of energy forces
either the incoming DM particle or the outgoing one to be o↵ the peak of the distribution resulting in a
smaller Bose-enhancement factor. Consequently, the accumulation of the bound population is exponential
as described in the third phase of the formation process.

To demonstrate the impact of the formation mechanism, in Fig. 4 we show the density of the bound
ULDM population as a function of the distance from the Sun (in units of AU), assuming that it underwent
exponential growth, for di↵erent choices of ULDM mass. In the red, blue, and brown shaded regions, the
DM-velocity parameters are varied from vdm = �/

p
2 = 240 km/s to 50 km/s, where � is the variance

of the velocity distribution. The purple and green dashed lines DB: The lines and colors should be
explained in the caption. Here, the motivation and meaning should be explained. are the density
functions for m < 10�14 eV, which are only exponentially growing when vdm ⌧ 240 km/sec. The density
is computed by requiring that the central density of the soliton is equal to the critical value after t = 5 Gyr,
⇢(0)|t=5Gyr = ⇢crit as given in Eq. (50). DB: Another reference to something that comes way later... The
black dots are the constraints on the maximum DMmass that can be bound to the Sun (with homogeneous
density up to the radius in the horizontal axis), derived from solar system ephemerides [39, 43].

7

In the red, blue, and brown shaded regions, the  DM-velocity parameters are varied from vdm = σ/ 2 = 240km/s to 50km/s, where σ is the variance of the velocity 
distribution. The purple and green dashed lines are the density functions for m < 10−14 eV, which are only exponentially growing when vdm ≪ 240 km/sec. 

 

Budker, Eby, Gorghetto, Minyuan & GP (23)



2/3rd summary
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Strong CP problem is only marginally a problem 

The simplest ultralight dark matter (UDM) solution is under pressure due to 

generalized quality argument, due to scalar interactions

Low-mass QCD axions can be efficiently probed via their quadratic scalar 

interactions  (even at higher masses using the continuum part); in passing: 

these models suffer from a severe quality problem

 Is there another class of models which addresses the strong CP problem? 

Maybe of better quality and different pheno?



The other path
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There’s a class of models where CP is UV-sym' and at tree level we find:    

                

This is realized if:

1.  Yukawas are Hermitian (left-right models or wave function renorm’) 

2. Structure/sym. => det(0), concretely, Nelson-Barr (NB)

We focus on NB, which are easy to control & of higher quality

θ̄ = θ − arg [ det (YuYd)] = 0 & θKM = arg { det [YuYu
† , YdYd

†]} = 𝒪(1)

Hiller & Schmaltz (01); Harnik, GP, Schwartz & Shirman (04); Cheung, Fitzpatrick & Randall (08)

Nelson; Barr (84)



Nelson-Barr (crash course)
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    ℒNB = μqcq + (giΦ + g̃iΦ*)dc
i q + YdHQdc + YuH̃Quc (with q, qc, Φ ⊂ Z2 − odd)

Assume that theory is real and only    breaks CP, then:

1.   => 

2.  At low energy , effective  satisfies  , 

     which if gi isn’t parallel to     and  lead to  

Φ =
f + ρ

2
exp ( ia

f ); ⟨a⟩ ≠ 0

ℳd = (μ Bi

0 md); md ≡ Ydv; Bi ≡ (giΦ + g̃iΦ*) det [ℳd] ∈ Real

(v ≪ μ, gi f ) md meff
d meff

d
† = md (13 +

B*i Bj

μ2 + Bf B†
f ) m†

d

g̃i μ ≲ Bi θKM = 𝒪(1)



Nelson-Barr axion-like pheno for the CP breaking
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    ℒNB = μqcq + (giΦ + g̃iΦ*)dc
i q + YdHQdc + YuH̃Quc (with q, qc, Φ ⊂ Z2 − odd)

Assume approx’ flavor sym’ such that 

Then  is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone-boson, with suppressed potential, but 

with 

Furthermore, one can show that             

Also, mixing angles develop quadratic dependence on  (but not masses)

gi ∝ (1,0,0) & g̃i ∝ (0,0,1)

a

⟨a⟩ = 0

θKM =
a
f

meff
d meff

d
† ∼ md 13 + r

1 0 e
2ia

f

0 0 0
e

−2ia
f 0 1

mT
d

a

Discussion with: M. Dine, Y. Nir, W. Ratzinger, I. Savoray 



Nelson-Barr ultralight-DM pheno
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In case another sector breaks the shift sym’ (say Planck suppress or other) then 

the minimum of potential generically would lead to  and spontaneous 

breaking of CP => 

Now if we tip the NB-axion from it’s minimum it’d behave as a new type of 

ultralight DM (UDM)

⟨a⟩ ≠ 0

θ̄ = 0 & θKM = 𝒪(1)

With: M. Dine, Y. Nir, W. Ratzinger, I. Savoray (also discussion with Surjeet)

Relaxion: Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran (15)
NB-relaxion - Davidi, Gupta, GP, Redigolo, & Shalit (17)

New type of pheno: time dependent CKM angles 

While the strong CP is always zero



NB-UDM signature & parameter space
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What is the size of the effect? 

Currently (PDG):   

How to search such signal? Need time dependence CP violation, perfect for B-asym

Bound from EP:  

Minimal misalignment DM bound, can’t be satisfied:  

Naive naturalness => sub-MeV cutoff ,  => current B-factories probe finely tuned region

δθKM ∼
ρDM

mNB f
cos(mNBt) ∼ 10−3 ×

1010 GeV
f

×
10−19 eV

mNB
× cos(mNBt)

θKM = 1.14 ± 0.03

Δmu

mu
≈

3
32π2

y2
b |VSM

ub |2 a
f

⇒ f ≳ 1010 GeV

f ≳ 1015 GeV ( 10−19 eV
mϕ )

1
4

Δma ≈
yb |Vub |muΛUV

16π2f



Backups
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Time dependent CP asym.

(i) CP violation in mixing, which occurs when the two neutral mass eigenstate admixtures
cannot be chosen to be CP-eigenstates;

(ii) CP violation in decay, which occurs in both charged and neutral decays, when the
amplitude for a decay and its CP-conjugate process have different magnitudes;

(iii) CP violation in the interference of decays with and without mixing, which occurs in
decays into final states that are common to B0 and B̄0.

A. Notations and Formalism

To define these three types and to discuss their theoretical calculation and experimental
measurement, we first introduce some notations and formalism. We refer specifically to B
meson mixing and decays, but most of our discussion applies equally well to K, Bs and D
mesons.

A B0 meson is made from a b-type antiquark and an d-type quark, while the B̄0 meson
is made from a b-type quark and an d-type antiquark. Our phase convention for the CP
transformation law of the neutral B mesons is defined by

CP|B0〉 = ωB|B̄0〉, CP|B̄0〉 = ω∗
B|B0〉, (|ωB| = 1). (3.1)

Physical observables do not depend on the phase factor ωB.
The light, BL, and heavy, BH , mass eigenstates can be written as linear combinations of

B0 and B̄0:

|BL〉 = p|B0〉+ q|B̄0〉,
|BH〉 = p|B0〉 − q|B̄0〉, (3.2)

with

|q|2 + |p|2 = 1. (3.3)

The mass difference ∆mB and the width difference ∆ΓB are defined as follows:

∆m ≡ MH −ML, ∆Γ ≡ ΓH − ΓL. (3.4)

The average mass and width are given by

mB ≡
MH +ML

2
, ΓB ≡

ΓH + ΓL

2
. (3.5)

It is useful to define dimensionless ratios x and y:

x ≡
∆m

Γ
, y ≡

∆Γ

2Γ
. (3.6)

The time evolution of the mass eigenstates is simple:

|BH(t)〉 = e−iMH te−ΓH t/2|BH〉,
|BL(t)〉 = e−iMLte−ΓLt/2|BL〉. (3.7)
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The time evolution of the strong interaction eigenstates is complicated and obeys a
Schrödinger-like equation,

i
d

dt

(

B
B̄

)

=
(

M −
i

2
Γ
)(

B
B̄

)

, (3.8)

where M and Γ are 2× 2 Hermitian matrices.
The off-diagonal terms in these matrices, M12 and Γ12, are particularly important in the

discussion of mixing and CP violation. M12 is the dispersive part of the transition amplitude
from B0 to B̄0, while Γ12 is the absorptive part of that amplitude.

Solving the eigenvalue equation gives

(∆m)2 −
1

4
(∆Γ)2 = (4|M12|2 − |Γ12|2), ∆m∆Γ = 4Re(M12Γ

∗
12), (3.9)

q

p
= −

2M∗
12 − iΓ∗

12

∆m− i
2∆Γ

= −
∆m− i

2∆Γ

2M12 − iΓ12
. (3.10)

In the B system, |Γ12| # |M12| (see discussion below), and then, to leading order in
|Γ12/M12|, eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) can be written as

∆mB = 2|M12|, ∆ΓB = 2Re(M12Γ
∗
12)/|M12|, (3.11)

q/p = −M∗
12/|M12|. (3.12)

To discuss CP violation in mixing, it is useful to write eq. (3.10) to first order in |Γ12/M12|
[rather than to zeroth order as in (3.12)]:

q

p
= −

M∗
12

|M12|

[

1−
1

2
Im

(

Γ12

M12

)]

. (3.13)

To discuss CP violation in decay, we need to consider decay amplitudes. The CP trans-
formation law for a final state f is

CP|f〉 = ωf |f̄〉, CP|f̄〉 = ω∗
f |f〉, (|ωf | = 1). (3.14)

For a final CP eigenstate f = f̄ = fCP, the phase factor ωf is replaced by ηfCP
= ±1, the

CP eigenvalue of the final state. We define the decay amplitudes Af and Āf according to

Af = 〈f |Hd|B0〉, Āf = 〈f |Hd|B̄0〉, (3.15)

where Hd is the decay Hamiltonian.
CP relates Af and Āf̄ . There are two types of phases that may appear in Af and Āf̄ .

Complex parameters in any Lagrangian term that contributes to the amplitude will appear
in complex conjugate form in the CP-conjugate amplitude. Thus their phases appear in
Af and Āf̄ with opposite signs. In the SM these phases occur only in the mixing matrices
that parameterize the charged current weak interactions, hence these are often called “weak
phases”. The weak phase of any single term is convention dependent. However the difference
between the weak phases in two different terms in Af is convention independent because the
phase rotations of the initial and final states are the same for every term. A second type of
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CP violation in decay has been observed in the neutral K system (Re ε′K != 0).
To calculate af± , we use (3.30) and (3.16). For simplicity, we consider decays with

contributions from two weak phases and with A2 " A1. We get:

af± = −2(A2/A1) sin(δ2 − δ1) sin(φ2 − φ1). (3.31)

The magnitude and strong phase of any amplitude involve long distance strong interaction
physics, and our ability to calculate these from first principles is limited. Thus quantities
that depend only on the weak phases are much cleaner than those that require knowledge
of the relative magnitudes or strong phases of various amplitude contributions, such as CP
violation in decay.

3. CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing

Im λfCP
!= 0. (3.32)

This effect is the result of interference between a direct decay amplitude and a first-mix-
then-decay path to the same final state. For the neutral B system, the effect can be observed
by comparing decays into final CP eigenstates of a time-evolving neutral B state that begins
at time zero as B0 to those of the state that begins as B̄0:

afCP
(t) =

Γ(B̄0
phys(t) → fCP)− Γ(B0

phys(t) → fCP)

Γ(B̄0
phys(t) → fCP) + Γ(B0

phys(t) → fCP)
. (3.33)

This time dependent asymmetry is given, in general, by

afCP
(t) = −

1− |λfCP
|2

1 + |λfCP
|2
cos(∆mBt) +

2ImλfCP

1 + |λfCP
|2
sin(∆mBt). (3.34)

In decays with |λfCP
| = 1, (3.32) is the only contributing effect:

afCP
(t) = ImλfCP

sin(∆mBt). (3.35)

We often use

afCP
≡

2ImλfCP

1 + |λfCP
|2
. (3.36)

CP violation in the interference of decays with and without mixing has been observed for
the neutral K system (Im εK != 0) and for the neutral B system (aψKS

!= 0). In the latter, it
is an effect of O(1). For such cases, the contribution from CP violation in mixing is clearly
negligible. For decays that are dominated by a single CP violating phase (for example,
B → ψKS and KL → π0νν̄), so that the contribution from CP violation in decay is also
negligible, afCP

is cleanly interpreted in terms of purely electroweak parameters. Explicitly,
ImλfCP

gives the relative phase between the B− B̄ mixing amplitude and the relevant decay
amplitudes [see eq. (3.23)]:

ImλfCP
= −ηfCP

sin[2(φB + φf)]. (3.37)
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phase can appear in scattering or decay amplitudes even when the Lagrangian is real. Such
phases do not violate CP and they appear in Af and Āf̄ with the same sign. Their origin
is the possible contribution from intermediate on-shell states in the decay process, that is
an absorptive part of an amplitude that has contributions from coupled channels. Usually
the dominant rescattering is due to strong interactions and hence the designation “strong
phases” for the phase shifts so induced. Again only the relative strong phases of different
terms in a scattering amplitude have physical content, an overall phase rotation of the entire
amplitude has no physical consequences. Thus it is useful to write each contribution to A
in three parts: its magnitude Ai; its weak phase term eiφi ; and its strong phase term eiδi .
Then, if several amplitudes contribute to B → f , we have

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

Āf̄

Af

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

i Aiei(δi−φi)
∑

i Aiei(δi+φi)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (3.16)

To discuss CP violation in the interference of decays with and without mixing, we intro-
duce a complex quantity λf defined by

λf =
q

p

Āf

Af
. (3.17)

We further define the CP transformation law for the quark fields in the Hamiltonian (a
careful treatment of CP conventions can be found in [51]):

q → ωq q̄, q̄ → ω∗
qq, (|ωq| = 1). (3.18)

The effective Hamiltonian that is relevant to M12 is of the form

H∆b=2
eff ∝ e+2iφB

[

d̄γµ(1− γ5)b
]2

+ e−2iφB
[

b̄γµ(1− γ5)d
]2
, (3.19)

where 2φB is a CP violating (weak) phase. (We use the SM V −A amplitude, but the results
can be generalized to any Dirac structure.) For the B system, where |Γ12| $ |M12|, this
leads to

q/p = ωBω
∗
bωde

−2iφB . (3.20)

(We implicitly assumed that the vacuum insertion approximation gives the correct sign for
M12. In general, there is a sign(BB) factor on the right hand side of eq. (3.20) [52].) To
understand the phase structure of decay amplitudes, we take as an example the b → qq̄d
decay (q = u or c). The decay Hamiltonian is of the form

Hd ∝ e+iφf [q̄γµ(1− γ5)d]
[

b̄γµ(1− γ5)q
]

+ e−iφf [q̄γµ(1− γ5)b]
[

d̄γµ(1− γ5)q
]

, (3.21)

where φf is the appropriate weak phase. (Again, for simplicity we use a V − A structure,
but the results hold for any Dirac structure.) Then

Āf̄/Af = ωfω
∗
Bωbω

∗
de

−2iφf . (3.22)

Eqs. (3.20) and (3.22) together imply that for a final CP eigenstate,

λfCP
= ηfCP

e−2i(φB+φf ). (3.23)
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TABLE I: Signal yield, purity P , detection efficiency ε, daughter branching fraction product that was forced to 100% in
our signal mode simulation, measured branching fraction, background (Aqq

ch) and signal (Ach) charge asymmetries, tagged
subsample yield Ytag and purity Ptag, Sf , and Cf for each decay chain, and the combined result for each mode, with statistical
error.

Mode Yield P (%) ε (%)
∏

Bi (%) B(10−6) A
qq
ch (%) Ach(%) Ytag Ptag (%) Sf Cf

η′
ηππK+ 271 ± 19 78 25 17.4 71 ± 5 0.6 ± 1.6 −0.1 ± 6.8 183 92 0.08 ± 0.20 −0.16 ± 0.15

η′
ργK+ 514 ± 31 55 24 29.5 82 ± 5 −0.9 ± 0.5 6.3 ± 5.9 355 63 −0.07 ± 0.16 −0.14 ± 0.11

η′K+
76.9 ± 3.5 −0.8 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 4.5 −0.01 ± 0.13 −0.15 ± 0.09

η′
ηππK0 48 ± 8 75 24 6.0 38 ± 7 31.6 79 0.75 ± 0.51 −0.21 ± 0.35

η′
ργK0 155 ± 17 59 25 10.1 70 ± 8 77.6 61 −0.41 ± 0.42 0.24 ± 0.27

η′K0
55.4 ± 5.2 0.02 ± 0.34 0.10 ± 0.22
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FIG. 2: Projections onto ∆t for B0
→ η′K0

S data (points with
errors), the fit function (solid line), and background function
(dashed line), for (a) B0 and (b) B0 tagged events, and (c)
the asymmetry between B0 and B0 tags.

fits of simulated samples with varying background pop-
ulations. Published data [14] provide the B daughter
product branching fraction uncertainties (3.4%). Selec-
tion efficiency uncertainties are 1% for cos θT and 0.5%
for PID. As can be seen in Table I, the branching frac-
tions we find for B0 → η′K0 are rather different (3 stan-
dard deviations) as measured with η′ → ηππ or η′ → ργ.
Having exhausted other explanations, we attribute this
difference to a statistical fluctuation, and include both
components in the final measurement.

Using several large inclusive kaon and B-decay sam-
ples, we find a systematic uncertainty for Ach of 1.1%
due to the dependence of reconstruction efficiency on the
charge of the high momentum K±.

We find systematic uncertainties for Sη′K0

S
and Cη′K0

S

by varying within their errors the fit parameters con-

trolling the PDF shapes. We use the Bflav sample to
determine the errors associated with the signal ∆t res-
olutions, tagging efficiencies, and mistag rates, and pub-
lished measurements [14] for τB and ∆md. All of these
sum to 0.013 (0.014) for Sη′K0

S
(Cη′K0

S
). The contribu-

tions from the mES , ∆E, mη′ , and F PDFs are 0.025 and
0.014, respectively. We take systematic uncertainties due
to SVT alignment (0.01), beam spot (0.01), boost and z
scale (negligible) from previous determinations of these
effects [1].

We have reconstructed about 800 events of B+ →
η′K+ and 200 of B0 → η′K0

S with which we have
measured the branching fractions, the time-integrated
charge asymmetry Ach and the time-dependent asym-
metry parameters Sη′K0

S
and Cη′K0

S
. We find Sη′K0

S
=

0.02± 0.34± 0.03 and Cη′K0

S
= 0.10± 0.22± 0.03. These

are in agreement with a previous measurement by the
Belle collaboration [15]. A non-zero value of Cη′K0

S
would

indicate direct CP non-conservation in the B0 → η′K0
S

decay. With Cη′K0

S
= 0, and provided the decay is dom-

inated by amplitudes with a single weak phase, Sη′K0

S

is equal to sin2β. Our result for Sη′K0

S
is about two

standard deviations smaller than the value obtained with
B0 → J/ψK0

S [1, 2], and consistent with zero.
The measured branching fractions are B(B+ →

η′K+) = (76.9± 3.5± 4.4)× 10−6 and B(B0 → η′K0) =
(55.4±5.2±4.0)×10−6, and we find Ach = 0.037±0.045±
0.011. The null result for Ach represents a limit on direct
CP non-conservation in B+ → η′K+; the 90% CL limit
range is [−0.04, 0.11], and is consistent with predictions
[5]. These values supersede our previous measurements
[11], and are more than a factor of two more precise than
previous results [11, 16]. The branching fractions depend
on R+/0 ≡ B(Υ (4S)→B+B−)/B(Υ (4S)→B0B0), which
we have assumed to be unity. To compare the decay
rates we form their ratio, making use of measurements
[17] of r+/0 ≡ R+/0 × τ(B+)/τ(B0) = 1.14 ± 0.06 (our
average); we find

Γ(B+ → η′K+)

Γ(B0 → η′K0)
= 1.22 ± 0.13 ± 0.06 ± 0.06,

where the last error is from r+/0.

Ex. Babar: Measurements of CPV Asymmetries and BFs in B 

Meson Decays to η ʹ K Article in Physical Review Letters · October 2003 

(λB→ψKs/η ≃ 1)

CP violation in decay has been observed in the neutral K system (Re ε′K != 0).
To calculate af± , we use (3.30) and (3.16). For simplicity, we consider decays with

contributions from two weak phases and with A2 " A1. We get:

af± = −2(A2/A1) sin(δ2 − δ1) sin(φ2 − φ1). (3.31)

The magnitude and strong phase of any amplitude involve long distance strong interaction
physics, and our ability to calculate these from first principles is limited. Thus quantities
that depend only on the weak phases are much cleaner than those that require knowledge
of the relative magnitudes or strong phases of various amplitude contributions, such as CP
violation in decay.

3. CP violation in the interference between decays with and without mixing

Im λfCP
!= 0. (3.32)

This effect is the result of interference between a direct decay amplitude and a first-mix-
then-decay path to the same final state. For the neutral B system, the effect can be observed
by comparing decays into final CP eigenstates of a time-evolving neutral B state that begins
at time zero as B0 to those of the state that begins as B̄0:

afCP
(t) =

Γ(B̄0
phys(t) → fCP)− Γ(B0

phys(t) → fCP)

Γ(B̄0
phys(t) → fCP) + Γ(B0

phys(t) → fCP)
. (3.33)

This time dependent asymmetry is given, in general, by

afCP
(t) = −

1− |λfCP
|2

1 + |λfCP
|2
cos(∆mBt) +

2ImλfCP

1 + |λfCP
|2
sin(∆mBt). (3.34)

In decays with |λfCP
| = 1, (3.32) is the only contributing effect:

afCP
(t) = ImλfCP

sin(∆mBt). (3.35)

We often use

afCP
≡

2ImλfCP

1 + |λfCP
|2
. (3.36)

CP violation in the interference of decays with and without mixing has been observed for
the neutral K system (Im εK != 0) and for the neutral B system (aψKS

!= 0). In the latter, it
is an effect of O(1). For such cases, the contribution from CP violation in mixing is clearly
negligible. For decays that are dominated by a single CP violating phase (for example,
B → ψKS and KL → π0νν̄), so that the contribution from CP violation in decay is also
negligible, afCP

is cleanly interpreted in terms of purely electroweak parameters. Explicitly,
ImλfCP

gives the relative phase between the B− B̄ mixing amplitude and the relevant decay
amplitudes [see eq. (3.23)]:

ImλfCP
= −ηfCP

sin[2(φB + φf)]. (3.37)
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Naturalness problem ULDM scalars

ℒPl ∈ dme

ϕ
MPl

meēe + dg
ϕ

2gMPl
βgGG

For this action there’s also an issue of naturalness:   

With  (for mirror model) => 

dme
< 4πmϕ /Λe × MPl /me

Λe ≳ me dme
≲ 106,0 ×

mϕ

10−10 eV
×

me, TeV
Λe

dme

EP tests

Λ e
∼ m e Λ e

∼ TeV

natural

natural



However it’s not easy to probe the UDM coupling to hadrons 
\w clocks

26

The energy levels are proportional to ERyd ∼ mreduced α2/2n2

(Molecular) vibrational modes are a bit better, Evib ∝
me

mnuc
∝ A− 1

2

\w  effect decouple like number of nucleons    )-;mreduced ≃ me(1 + me/mnuc) A−1

Oswald, Nevsky, Vogt, Schiller, Figuerora, Zhang, Tretiak, Antypas, Budker, Banerjee &  GP (21) 

So what else can be done ? (while waiting for the nuclear clock to be built)



Oscillating charge radius

27

Finite nucleus size (charge radius):  

We propose to use optical atomic clock in an heavy atom to search for the QCD axion 

DM and/or scalar DM-nucleon interaction using the Charge radius effect: 

ΔEradius ∝ ⟨r2
nuc⟩ ∝ A

2
3

Banerjee, Budker, Filzinger, Huntemann, Paz, GP, Porsev & Safronova  (23)Principle
dominant effect 

For heavy atoms 
Reduced mass effect finite nucleus size (charge radius) 

Two optical atomic transitions and compare them
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The scaling and observable

28

Experimental comparison between two optical clock transition: 

Banerjee, Budker, Filzinger, Huntemann, Paz, GP,, Porsev & Safronova  (23)

Principle
dominant effect 

For heavy atoms 
Reduced mass effect finite nucleus size (charge radius) 

Two optical atomic transitions and compare them
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To understand why it works consider Hydrogen like ns energy level:  

Field shift and Mass shift for a Hydrogen-Like atom
Want to estimate the energy level shift for the ns energy level of a valence electron in a heavy, neutral, multi-electron atom

<latexit sha1_base64="AusTNMTvaiDrmcNjU9DWUSioDmg=">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</latexit>
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⌘3/11Field shift dominates over Mass shift for 

Field shift dominates over 
Mass shift for A ≳ 50 n

3
11

[a0 = (meα)−1]

(Instead of 10-5)



Now we need to estimate dependence of the charge radius on 
the DM

29

We can write it as follows: 

What are the remaining issues ?
What dictates the nuclear charge radius of heavy elements ?   
How to calculate the field shift coefficients for multi electron atoms? Numerical simulation! 

<latexit sha1_base64="CXlG4omrmYMynayDcA8zAm0o4Ts=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="eC6ncvQCBOSXeonotWuQfsRlIKc=">AAACH3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOX1iBECGFG3I5BL96MYBbIhFDTqSRNeha6e4Qw5Ox3+AFe9RO8idd8gb9hZzmYxAcFj/eqqKrnRYIrbdsjK7Wyura+kd7MbG3v7O5l9w+qKowlwwoLRSjrHigUPMCK5lpgPZIIview5vXvxn7tGaXiYfCkBxE2fegGvMMZaCO1sscuiKgHbqHgeqjBVdynrg+6x0AkD8O8c9bK5uyiPQFdJs6M5MgM5Vb2x22HLPYx0EyAUg3HjnQzAak5EzjMuLHCCFgfutgwNAAfVTOZvDKkp0Zp004oTQWaTtS/Ewn4Sg18z3SOr1SL3lj8z2vEunPTTHgQxRoDNl3UiQXVIR3nQttcItNiYAgwyc2tlPVAAtMmvbktyjzVw/YwY5JxFnNYJtXzonNVvHy8yJVuZxmlyRE5IXnikGtSIvekTCqEkRfyRt7Jh/VqfVpf1ve0NWXNZg7JHKzRL8G5oqo=</latexit>

↵ ,� ⇠ O(1)

Nuclear charge radius is largely dictated by that of the proton <latexit sha1_base64="Lt5BwLEUh/5G/HHEbGF6j7528DY=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Zdg5mkB8B0bvRk+NBQf6iimbL7E=">AAACGnicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMeGoPgIQ4zwe0iBL14jGAWyITQ01OTadKz0N0jhCEXv8MP8Kqf4E28evEL/A07y8EkPmh49V4V1fXchDOpLOvbyC0tr6yu5dcLG5tb2zvF3b2GjFNBoU5jHouWSyRwFkFdMcWhlQggocuh6fZvR37zEYRkcfSgBgl0QtKLmM8oUVrqFg8dwpOA4Gt8WnHKZafsuKDGpWVWusWSZVpj4EViT0kJTVHrFn8cL6ZpCJGinEjZtq1EdTIiFKMchgUnlZAQ2ic9aGsakRBkJxtfMcTHWvGwHwv9IoXH6t+JjIRSDkJXd4ZEBXLeG4n/ee1U+VedjEVJqiCik0V+yrGK8SgS7DEBVPGBJoQKpv+KaUAEoUoHN7NF6qMC8IYFnYw9n8MiaVRM+8I8vz8rVW+mGeXRATpCJ8hGl6iK7lAN1RFFT+gFvaI349l4Nz6Mz0lrzpjO7KMZGF+/FR2eUg==</latexit>

↵ = �2 , � = �0.2One can estimate
scalar part                 axion part

It is easy to conclude that  

For  we have used 2 extreme naive models of the nuclear (puffy and stiff) resulting with 

, in the plot you see we went for the middle choice 

  

α = 2

β

β ∼ 2, 0.02, 0.003



The bounds
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Results Results
Banerjee, Budker, Filzinger, Huntemann, Paz, GP,, Porsev & Safronova  (23)

Results
scalar DM axion DM



Quality problem, 5th force vs EP violation, electron coupling

dme
∼ 1 or ge ∼

me

MPl

EP: Planck suppressed operators are excluded for  
5th force: operators are excluded for 

mϕ ≲ 10−6 eV
10−19 ≲ mϕ ≲ 10−13 eV

5th force searches

EP tests

Banerjee, GP, Safronova, Shalit & Savoray (22)



Quality problem, 5th force vs EP violation, gluon

EP: Planck suppressed operators are excluded for  
5th force: operators are excluded for 

mϕ ≲ 10−5 eV
mϕ ≲ 10−3 eV

<latexit sha1_base64="pJkxIN7d9KnDRJfwoeU7RcN7wNo=">AAACBHicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFRLbkC6LIrisYB/QhjKZTNqhM0mYmQglZOsHuNVPcCdu/Q+/wN9wmlawogcuHM65l3vP9RNGpbKsD6O0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+PujJOBSYdHLNY9H0kCaMR6SiqGOkngiDuM9Lzp1dzv3dPhKRxdKdmCfE4Gkc0pBgpLfWzoeDwup2PqjXLtFzbdRxomXXXaTbqBXHrtgtt0ypQA0u0R9XPYRDjlJNIYYakHNhWorwMCUUxI3llmEqSIDxFYzLQNEKcSC8r7s3hmVYCGMZCV6Rgof6cyBCXcsZ93cmRmsjf3lz8yxukKmx6GY2SVJEILxaFKYMqhvPwMKCCYMVmmiAsqL4V4gkSCCv9opUtUoeakCCv6M98x4f/k+6FaTumdduotS6XPyqDE3AKzoENXNACN6ANOgADBh7BE3g2HowX49V4W7SWjOXMMViB8f4FK+GY4g==</latexit>

EP

<latexit sha1_base64="O5PXZhJ1egdYXgkzdPIY1PdfXNw=">AAACEHicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBovgQkoiauuuKIjLCvYBTSiTyaQdOpOEmYlYQn7CD3Crn+BO3PoHfoG/4bSN0IoeGDice++ce48XMyqVZX0ahaXlldW14nppY3Nre8fcLbdllAhMWjhikeh6SBJGQ9JSVDHSjQVB3GOk442uJvXOPRGSRuGdGsfE5WgQ0oBipLTUN8upIzi8poEaOsdBpD/N+mbFqlpTwDlybtn12gW0c6UCcjT75pfjRzjhJFSYISl7thUrN0VCUcxIVnISSWKER2hAepqGiBPpptPdM3ioFR9qZ/1CBafq/ESKuJRj7ulOjtRQ/q5NxL9qvUQFdTelYZwoEuKZUZAwqCI4CQL6VBCs2FgThAXVu0I8RAJhpeNacJH6qCHxs5JO5ud8+D9pn1Tts6p1e1ppXOYZFcE+OABHwAY10AA3oAlaAIMH8ASewYvxaLwab8b7rLVg5DN7YAHGxzdGpp02</latexit>

Fifth force

Banerjee, GP, Safronova, Shalit & Savoray (22)



Quality and naturalness of axions

Example of a quality problem for the QCD axion:

V = Λ4
QCD cos(a /f + θ̄) +

Φn

Mn
Pl

(Φ†Φ)2 ⇒ Λ4
QCD sin δθ ∼ ϵNf 4 ⇒f→1010 GeV (

ΛQCD

1010 GeV )
4

10−10 ∼ ( 1010 GeV
MPl )

nΦ ≡ ( ρ + f

2 ) e
ia
f

where with n < 7 operators,  and the strong CP problem is not solve! 

This may be solved if one impose a (gauged) discrete symmetry, respected by gravity 

   

δθ > 10−10

[ϵ ≡
f

MPl ]

Even more general axion-like-particles are not immune:  

  Φn

Mn
Pl

(Φ†Φ)2 ⇒ δmALP ∼ ϵ
n
2 f ∼ 10−4n × ( f

1010 GeV )
n
2

× 1010 GeV =f=1010 GeV 1019−4n eV

natural eV ULDM requires n>4 operators



Still reasonable motivation to search for UDM 
Furthermore, specific models typically yield larger couplings to 

the SM in particular to its QCD sector

 QCD axion:    

 Dilaton:    

Higgs portal:    

I’ll argue that, generically, all ALPs

a
f

GG̃

dg
ϕ

2gMPl
βgGG

sin θhϕ ghGG GG

Claim: all of these  

couplings can be probed 

using oscillation of 

energy levels in quantum 

sensors, such as clocks


